Here you will benefit from a truly unique student experience that only NUI Galway can offer.

Get involved
With over 83 societies and 45 sports clubs to join on campus, you will find it easy to make friends and get involved in ... is a great way to learn new skills, meet people with similar interests and have a great time. For more information visit: www.socs.nuigalway.ie

Visit us
Open Day is on Saturday April 24th from 10am to 3pm. To book a place at the April Open Day visit: www.nuigalway.ie/openday

If you would like to visit the University before April, we are happy to organise campus tours for you. These tours, which are given by current students, show all the main facilities of the campus. To book a tour email: marketing@nuigalway.ie

A student experience like no other...
Play your part
Sport is central to life at NUI Galway. NUI Galway's outstanding sports facilities include a state-of-the-art Sports Centre with a national basketball arena and sports hall, a ... and an athletics track. There is also dedicated support for elite sports here at NUI Galway. For more information visit: www.nuigalway.ie/sports

Michelle Downes
Psychology student
I am in my third year of a Psychology degree and I love it. We have a different range of subjects every semester and you really do regret it if you miss one! My favourite subject so far was Forensic Psychology because it was just so fascinating — much better than an episode of CSI!

The lecturers here are so approachable, they really do care and always make sure to provide their email addresses and office hours in case anyone has any questions.

NUI Galway has a wonderful atmosphere and has absolutely everything to offer. I have met so many different people here including some of my best friends... and you will too!

Peter Mannion
Law student
NUI Galway offers some of the best teaching in a very relaxed and friendly atmosphere. It also offers the very best in student life so it was an obvious choice for me.

Studying Law at NUI Galway has really opened doors for me. I got the opportunity to pursue an internship in the US Senate Office of Barack Obama. This was a real privilege. I remember the feeling of disbelief and elation each day as I walked to work in the US Capitol.

NUI Galway has given me the confidence and the skills that have allowed me to follow my ambitions.

What our students say
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At NUI Galway
Real Learning

Play your part

Get involved

A student experience like no other...
NUI Galway has a great deal to offer you. If you join our learning community you will be joining a great University with a distinguished reputation for teaching excellence that spans more than 160 years. You will enjoy a student experience that you will never forget at NUI Galway. Not only will we provide you with an excellent education, we also help you develop personal and social skills that will benefit you throughout your life.

A world of opportunities
A degree from NUI Galway opens doors to a world of opportunities for you:
• Our graduates are highly sought after by employers all over the world
• 98.5% of our graduates* have found employment, are travelling or have gone on to further study within six months of graduating
• Our Career Development Centre offers advice on career planning, CV writing, interviews and organising work placements both in Ireland and abroad.

*whose destination is known

Exciting new and unique courses
We offer an extensive choice of degree programmes:
• Innovative new programmes are continually developed to respond to your needs and the demands of the job market
• New courses that started this year include:
  • Energy Systems Engineering
  • Energy Innovation - Electronic
  • BA in Environment and Society/Youth and Family Studies
  • BA CONNECT with Latin American Studies (starts September 2010)
• We also offer a range of unique programmes only available at NUI Galway including:
  • BA CONNECT, an innovative range of Arts programmes with opportunities to specialise
  • Podiatry
  • Sports and Exercise Engineering
  • Marine Science

Investing in your learning environment
We are constantly developing our campus to enhance your learning environment. We are currently in the middle of a €400 million capital investment programme:
• This includes a stunning new €40 million Engineering Building, opening in 2011
• Our impressive new Sports Centre, a Student Cultural Centre and an extension to our library all enhance the student experience here at NUI Galway
• Recently completed developments include our J.E Cairnes School of Business and Economics and a brand new home for our School of Nursing and Midwifery
• Further plans include new buildings in the Medical Sciences area and a research facility for Arts students

Inspirational teaching
NUI Galway offers you a learning community that will inspire and challenge you:
• Teaching by lecturers working at the forefront of their subject area
• Bringing the latest ideas and discoveries into the lecture theatre
• Our lecturers are known for their friendly, approachable style and they are always ready to make time for you
• With a wide range of courses on offer there is something for everyone

Rewarding excellence
We are keen to recognise outstanding achievement and offer scholarships to exceptional students:
• Entrance Scholarships for students who achieve over 560 points in their Leaving Certificate
• Scholarships for medical students who perform exceptionally well in the Leaving Certificate
• Sports Scholarships across a range of sports
• Gaeltacht Scholarships, Roinn Oideachas Scholarships, The James Massey Keegan Scholarships (for students from Mayo) and other Irish Scholarships

Sunday Times University of the Year
Here are some of the reasons why NUI Galway is the Sunday Times University of the Year:
• The country’s highest increase in undergraduate applications in 2009
• Strong student satisfaction
• Excellent record in introducing new and innovative courses
• The top university for student retention
• One of the top universities for employability
• Investment in a modern €400 million campus of the future
• The best record for bringing students from non-traditional backgrounds to university